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1. Introduction
GNSS signals may arrive at the receiving antenna not only through the direct path, i.e. the lineof-sight (LOS) path, but also on multiple indirect paths, due to different electromagnetic effects
as signal reflection or diffraction. These signal components arrive with a certain delay, phase,
and amplitude difference relative to the LOS component. We will call these signal components
multipath components (MPCs) and the phenomena multipath propagation.
Multipath propagation degrades the positioning accuracy. Moreover, in precise applications,
multipath errors dominate the total error budget. Despite the different approaches developed,
several aspects of multipath propagation are still not fully understood. The generally unknown
number of MPCs and their path geometry, the signal characteristics, the diffraction and
reflection effects as well as their changing nature together with a complex antenna and receiver
design make multipath mitigation very challenging. Furthermore, the site-dependent charac‐
teristics of multipath decorrelate the errors caused by multipath propagation at different
antenna locations and thus, differential techniques, like e.g. double differences (DD), cannot
mitigate it.
The superposition of the MPCs and the LOS signals yields a compound signal at the re‐
ceiving antenna. Depending on the relative phase between the MPCs and the LOS signal,
constructive or destructive interference appears. As a result, during signal tracking the
correlation output between the received signal and the local pseudorandom noise (PRN)
code replica generated by the receiver is deformed. Since MPCs arrive generally at the re‐
ceiving antenna with small extra paths, up to 20 m, relative to the LOS signal, the corre‐
lation output is biased and the receiver is not able to discriminate between MPC and the
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LOS signals. This correlation output is the fundamental input for the next iteration of the
code and phase tracking loops of the receiver as well as for C/N0 estimation algorithms.
As a result, the three GNSS observables code-phase, carrier-phase, and C/N0 are biased
by multipath propagation. In this text, errors in code-phase and carrier-phase observa‐
tions caused by multipath propagation are referred to as code multipath and carrierphase multipath, respectively, and in general as multipath errors.
In the observation domain, multipath errors are not constant in time. They show a sinusoidal
behavior which can be noticed in carrier-phase residuals from Precise Point Positioning (PPP),
double differences (DD) or C/N0 time series. This behavior is due to the change of the relative
phase between the direct and indirect signals as the satellite vehicle moves above the local
horizon of the antenna. The magnitude of these oscillations depends on the relative amplitude
of the MPC which varies as geometry changes. The C/N0 observable is the only GNSS obser‐
vation type in which multipath propagation effects are directly visible without any sophisti‐
cated data pre-processing. In contrast, in the phase or code domain, residuals should be
analyzed or differences should be formed in order to eliminate all other errors sources. This is
one of the main reasons why signal strength measures have attracted much attention in GNSS
multipath studies. Since the relative signal amplitude between the LOS and MPC signals plays
a key role for the understanding of multipath propagation and also for the magnitude of the
multipath error in the GNSS observables, the following contribution focuses on an extended
description and proposes an analytical model for modeling GNSS signal amplitudes.
This chapter is structured as follows. A compact overview on different approaches for
multipath mitigation or characterization will be presented next. The approaches are cate‐
gorized into techniques in the observation domain, receiver-internal as well as antennarelated techniques and further methods. Cornerstone methods of each category will be
highlighted. In the third section, the multipath phenomenon and its impact on GNSS
code, carrier phase and C/N0 will be summarized. Special emphasize is given to the re‐
flection process including signal polarization. An analytical model for GNSS signal ampli‐
tude is proposed. The equations for phase and code errors due to multipath propagation
are extended so that the signal amplitude can be analytically calculated for each epoch.
Finally, results from a dedicated experiment are shown in order to highlight the key fea‐
tures of multipath propagation.

2. Overview of multipath related studies in GNSS
In the beginning of the 1970s multipath effects on L1 frequency were first studied by [1]
and the fundamental relationships between code error due to multipath and the driving
parameters were derived. In [2], it was shown that the presence of multipath can be
identified by using double differenced phase observations. Since then and during the last
4 decades many researchers have been involved in the characterization and modeling of
this propagation phenomenon. A large number of scientific papers have been published
on this topic, where different approaches and aspects of the problem have been investi‐
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gated under certain predefined assumptions. Consequently, the scientific literature on
multipath propagation for GNSS positioning can appear very rich for scientists. Despite
the large number of different approaches developed, a universal solution of this problem
is not achieved until the time of writing. Nevertheless, different promising approaches
are under consideration and development.
In almost all textbooks on geodesy or navigation, with very few exceptions (e.g. [3]),
multipath propagation is presented in short texts of a couple of pages (e.g. [4, 5, 6]).
Most of the time, the phenomenon is explained geometrically, while other physical or
electromagnetic properties of the reflected signals are not discussed. The progress in mul‐
tipath-related studies is documented in various PhD thesis, we cite here exemplarily [7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
A prominent example for the successful reduction of code multipath is the smoothing of the
code observations by the about two orders of magnitude more precise carrier-phase observa‐
tions [17]. Some manufacturers apply code smoothing as a default setting in the receiver.
Longer smoothing periods give better performance in general [18, 9]. According to [9], the
benefits of such an approach can yield a significant reduction of multipath impact given a
sufficient large smoothing time constant, e.g. in aviation typically 100 sec are used. However,
the variability of the ionospheric conditions may create additional range biases when smooth‐
ing. Van Nee in [19] showed that due to the non-zero mean of code-phase multipath, multipath
effects cannot be eliminated by simply averaging over longer periods.
One of the most popular methods to characterize and quantify code multipath, are the so-called
multipath linear combinations [20]. The original code and carrier-phase observations from
dual frequency receivers are combined in such a way, that the code multipath can be isolated.
Due to its computational simplicity this approach is often used to assess the overall multipath
contamination at continuously operating reference stations (CORS), for example, the IGS
network, or to characterize the performance of new receivers or new satellite signals, like e.g.,
the upcoming Galileo or GPS L5. However, it should be noted that the characterization is only
valid if no code smoothing was applied.
Contrary to the code observations, the multipath error on the carrier phase observations is restricted
in magnitude, since it is smaller than a quarter of the respective wavelength, i.e. about 5 cm
maximum for the GPS L1 frequency. However, this is still large compared to the precision that
carrier-phase observation could reach. Wanninger and May [21] proposed a method for carrierphase multipath characterization of GPS reference stations. They analyze the double difference
residuals in GPS networks. Consequently, it may sometimes be challenging to assign exactly
the multipath signature to a specific site or satellite.
In post-processing, sidereal filtering or sidereal differencing is often applied. Taking advantage
of the sidereal repetition of the GPS orbits, observation or coordinate time series of subsequent
days can be subtracted in order to reduce the impact of multipath. Genrich and Bock in [22]
showed that a reduction of about 80% can be obtained in this way. However, strictly speaking,
each GPS satellite has its own, time-varying orbital period differing up to 10 sec with respect
to the nominal sidereal period. Different approaches have been proposed to find the correct
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individual repeat times cf. [23, 24]. In addition, due to the nodal precession, the satellite ground
track deviates over time, so that different reflectors will be illuminated, cf. for exemplary
ground track variations [21, 16, 24]. Finally, changing weather conditions like rain or snow will
influence the reflection properties of the antenna vicinity, so that the similarity of multipath
errors is reduced. All three effects restrict the power of multipath mitigation by sidereal
differencing, especially over longer time intervals.
Finally, the analysis of un-differenced carrier-phase residuals from PPP is a useful tool for
accessing the impact of multipath effects [25]. For this purpose, the residuals are color-coded
and depicted in a sky-plot. The variations of the residuals translate into a sequence of concen‐
tric rings in the sky-plot. But, since PPP residuals contain further remaining systematic effects,
like e.g., varying tropospheric refraction, averaging strategies may be necessary [26].
Observations of the signal strength, like SNR or C/N0, have attracted much attention in
multipath related studies although most of the approaches are found in post-processing
applications [27]. Compared to code or carrier-phase observations, the C/N0 values are usable
without sophisticated pre-processing steps and attributed to one satellite-receiver propagation
channel, i.e. no double differences are formed. First results of this type of investigation were
presented in [28] while newer ones can be found in [29, 27, 10]. The basic idea is that the
C/N0 values follow a nominal curve with respect to the satellite elevation that is mainly
determined by the antenna gain pattern. Thus, deviations from this pattern can be easily
identified and attributed to reflected and/or diffracted signals. Although, the qualitative
analysis is straight-forward, a quantitative analysis of multipath by C/N0 is still limited. The
major restrictions are (i) proprietary algorithms and definitions of the C/N0 values given by
the commercial receivers. Different manufactures use different algorithms for the calculation
of this type of observations. (ii) Different receivers (especially older ones) use different
quantization levels (e.g. 1 dB-Hz instead of 0.1 dB-Hz) which can be very coarse for certain
type of applications. (iii), the gain pattern of the receiving antenna is often unknown. Then
empirical methods are proposed to determine the form of the C/N0 curves [29, 27, 10]. Recently
and very encouraging, some antenna manufacturers have published receiver antenna gain
patterns for right-hand and left- hand circular polarization [30]. It would be very useful if in
future more manufacturers could follow this example. Finally, C/N0-based observation
weighting has been found to be very efficient to reduce the impact of reflection and/or
diffraction effects on the observation level [31, 32, 33].
Receiver-internal multipath mitigation/detection techniques incorporate different signal processing
strategies for the reduction of this type of errors. The cornerstone approach for this category
of approaches is the narrow-correlator technology [34]. It was demonstrated that by reducing
the spacing of the early and late correlators from 1 chip to 0.1 chips, a significant reduction of
multipath error could be achieved. In this way, MPCs with large extra path delay could be
filtered out. Since then, several other approaches were developed, most of them for the
mitigation of code multipath and much fewer for phase multipath. The majority of the internal
approaches incorporate the use of several early and late correlators with different spacing
between them. The correlator outputs are then used for the formation of different multipath
mitigation discriminators or for the detection of the deformed slopes of the correlation peak.
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One of the most characteristic approaches is the High Resolution Correlator [35], where the
code discriminator is formed by two pairs of early-late correlators. Strobe Correlator [36, 37]
and Vision Correlator [38] are other receiver internal techniques. A major breakthrough in the
receiver internal approaches happened in 1995, when Novatel introduced the Multipath
Estimating Delay-Lock Loop (MEDLL) [39, 40]. According to [41], the MEDLL is a maximum
likelihood estimation technique pioneered by Van Nee [11] at Delft University of Technology
and it improves the C/A-code narrow correlator performance by configuring the residual
pseudorange error to a smaller region of secondary path relative delay. Since then, different
approaches have been developed incorporating multiple correlators and estimation theory.
Despite the evolvement of the receiver internal mitigation approaches, MPCs of relative short
extra paths (less that 30 m) still cause errors in all types of GNSS observables. An overview
work on receiver internal approaches with very interesting references can be found in [9, 42].
In addition, aspects on multipath propagation and the impact on the receiver’s signal proc‐
essing modules can be found in text books about software-defined GNSS receivers, like [43,
44, 45].
A lot of effort was given on the antenna design. In [46], basic aspects of a GNSS antenna are
presented. A first approach consists in using antenna elements with a large ground-plane
which increases the directivity of the antenna for the upper hemisphere and reduces reflections
from below the antenna horizon. However, diffraction at the edges occurs and cause severe
problems e.g. [47]. Subsequently, choke ring antennas were developed [48] and are widely
used now, especially for reference station applications. Even though they attenuate MPCs
coming from negative elevation angles with respect to the antenna horizon, their design cannot
mitigate MPCs coming from positive elevation angles. Modern designs use variable chokering depths [49]. Assuming a change of polarization of the RHCP GNSS signals upon reflection,
a basic principle applied in all GNSS antennas is to increase the sensitivity for RHCP and to
simultaneously decrease the sensitivity of LHCP signals. Finally, it should be stated that
different attempts to reduce the multipath reflection by applying micro-wave absorbing
material are reported in literature, e.g. [50].
Closely-spaced antennas [12, 51] are also developed for the reduction of multipath errors. They
form a type of small antenna arrays. Based on a least-squares adjustment, the multipath relative
amplitude α, the multipath relative phase (ΔΦ) as well as azimuth and elevation of the assumed
reflector can be estimated [9]. Further developments leads to beam steering and adaptive beam
forming antennas or antenna-receiver combination, like e.g., DLR’s GALANT receiver [52].
However, this interesting technology seems to be not mature enough to be installed at GNSS
reference stations.
In [53] the concept of station calibration for multipath mitigation by a parabolic antenna was
presented, however the concept is not in operational use, today. Further approaches of station
calibration try to randomize the multipath effect by shifting the antenna in a controlled manner
using a robot [15, 54, 55]. This method is very successful for in-situ calibration; however the
efforts due to the operation of the robot are very large. The validity of the corrections is again
restricted by the individual repeat times of the satellite orbits. In [16, 24] a separation of the
so-called near- and far-field multipath is proposed, by calibrating the antenna with and
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without its mount, like e.g., tripods or special metal adaptations. The difference in the
determined phase center variations is attributed to the near-field multipath.
New GNSS signals with different signal structures (e.g. AltBOC) have a better performance
against multipath; cf. e.g. [56, 57, 58]. Nevertheless, short delay MPCs will still cause problems
in all types of GNSS signal.
In order to get a better understanding of the physical processes involved in the multipath
phenomenon, models from wave propagation are very useful. First results were given in [59].
More elaborated models are based on ray-tracing tools that use as a fundamental input the
physical environment in which the antenna is placed, the receiving antenna position and the
transmitting antenna position. Based on these input parameters, all possible signal paths are
estimated and the geometric and electromagnetic properties of them are calculated. Raytracing tools are widely used for the simulation of wireless networks. In GNSS-related studies
they were presented in [8] and [60]. Another ray-tracing approach [14] was used for the
characterization and modeling of P-code multipath in different environments. Based on digital
terrain models, more complex scenarios like urban canyons are analyzed, cf. [61]. Besides
deterministic channel models, stochastic modeling is applied in complex scenarios, like e.g.,
DLR's land mobile and aeronautic channel model [62] and subsequent work.
In recent years, the concept of GNSS reflectometry and scatterometry has strongly evolved, cf.
e.g., [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]. Here multipath propagation is not considered as bias but as basic
information. In the context of GNSS-R, much progress has been made, especially in the
mathematical and physical modeling of the wave propagation. Hence, these publications can
be a valuable source for mitigating multipath in positioning.

3. Multipath characterization
3.1. Basic considerations
After reaching the receiving antenna, the GNSS signals are down-converted from radiofrequency (RF) to an intermediate frequency (IF) by the RF front-end of the receiver. Af‐
terwards, the signal is digitized, down-converted to baseband and correlated with locallygenerated replicas of the PRN codes. Then, the result of the correlation is accumulated
for a certain time interval. In a typical GNSS receiver architecture, three replicas for each
PRN code are generated, the so-called prompt, early and late replicas. The resulting cor‐
relation outputs of the prompt replica of the PRN code in the presence of a number of k
MPCs are written as in [34, 17]:
n

IP = AD(τ)R(τ)cos (θdir ) + A ∑ αkD(τ)R(τ - Δτk)cos (θdir + ΔΦk),
k=1

n

QP = AD(τ)R(τ)sin (θdir ) + A ∑ αkD(τ)R(τ - Δτk)sin (θdir + ΔΦk),
k=1

(1)

(2)
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where A is the amplitude of the direct signal, D is the navigation bit, R is the correlation
function, τ is the code tracking error and θdir is the phase of the LOS component. The multipath

components are characterized by the relative amplitude of the k-th MPC αk the relative delay
Δτ k and the relative phase ΔΦk with respect to the LOS signal. Equations for the early and late

replicas of the signal can be written in a similar way, although in these cases the chip spacing
should also be considered.

Based on the correlation outputs (IP and QP) of the prompt correlator, a GNSS receiver is able
to calculate the amplitude ( Ac ) and phase ( θc ) of the compound signal (see Figure 1). However,

the characteristics of the direct and the MPC signals cannot be estimated since the geometry
is not known and the receiver cannot discriminate between them, especially in the case of short
delay MPCs. In Figure 1, a vectorial representation for the case of the direct component and
one multipath component is presented. The direct signal component is characterized by a
certain phase ( θd ) and amplitude ( Ad ), while the MPC is characterized by a relative phase

(ΔΦ) and a relative amplitude (α) with respect to the direct component. It should be mentioned
that due to the motion of the satellite and maybe of the receiving antenna, none of the above
parameters is constant in time. Directly from this vector diagram, an expression for the phase
error and the amplitude of the compound signal can be derived as in [2, 3]:

Figure 1. Phase error of PLL due to one multipath component

Assuming a perfect tracking (i.e. R=1) and the relationship Am = α Ad , the phase error (ψ) can

be expressed as a function of α and ΔΦ:
tanψ =

AmsinΔΦ

Ad + AmcosΔΦ

= > ψ = arctan

( 1 +αsinΔΦ
)
αcosΔΦ

(3)

The compound signal amplitude can be derived as a function of α, ΔΦ and Ad from the

orthogonal triangle (P1 P2 P3):

)2

A2c = (Ad + AmcosΔΦ + A2msin2ΔΦ
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By using trigonometric identities, the expression for the compound signal amplitude is
rearranged as:
2

A2c = A2d + 2αA2dcosΔΦ + α2Ad.

(4)

An equation for pseudo-range error (ρ) is given in [13]:
ρ=

αδcosΔΦ
1 + αcosΔΦ ,

(5)

with δ being the extra path length of the MPC expressed in meters.
From equations (3), (4) and (5) the 90° phase shift between errors in code, amplitude domains
and phase domain can be noticed. When ΔΦ=0°/180° and ψ=0, then ρ, Ac are maximum/
minimum respectively, while when ΔΦ=90°, then ψ is maximum and ρ=0. Furthermore, for a
number of k multipath components, equations (3), (4) and (5) can be written as:

(

Ψ = arctan

(

n

∑ αksinΔΦk

k=1

n

1 + ∑ αkcosΔΦk
k=1

) (
2

n

n

)

(6)

,

)

2

Ac = Ad 1 + ∑ αkcosΔΦk + ∑ αksinΔΦk ,
k=1

k=1

(7)

n

ρ=

∑ αkδkcosΔΦk

k=1

n

1 + ∑ αkcosΔΦk

.

(8)

k=1

The relative phase of each multipath component can be expressed as a function of the extra
path length (δ) and the wavelength of the carrier signal: ΔΦ=2πδ/λ, where δ is expressed in
meters. Moreover, δ is a function of station height and reflection angle, which in turns depends
on the satellite elevation and the orientation of the reflector in space. In the special case of
ground multipath, which we will investigate in the following parts of this chapter, the extra
path delay is a function of the station height (h) and the satellite elevation (el):
δ = 2hsin (el ).

(9)

In conclusion, it can be stated that some of the introduced equations can be calculated based
on the geometry of the scenario. The signal amplitudes for both LOS and MPC are not directly
accessible. However, this information or at least the relative amplitude is a crucial part of all
introduced formulas. Therefore, in the following an analytical model of the relative amplitude
α is developed.
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3.2. Polarization state of the GNSS Signals
In order to understand the amplitude relation between the LOS and the MPCs, in a first step,
the polarization state of a signal is introduced and linked to the right-hand circular polarization
(RHCP) of the GNSS signal. According to [70], there are many ways to represent the polari‐
zation state of a signal or of an antenna. Some are graphic in nature (e.g. Poincaré sphere) and
can be easily visualized, while others can be more appropriate for specific applications, like
e.g., investigation of antenna wave interaction (e.g. Stokes parameters and/or complex vector
representation).
In the case of a circularly polarized (CP) planar wave, the electric field vector is propa‐
gating in a helical way (see Figure 2a), where the projection of the tip of this vector
forms a circle in a fixed plane normal to the direction of propagation (z). The clockwise
or counter clockwise sense of rotation of the electric field vector looking towards the di‐
rection of propagation defines whether the signal is left or right-hand circularly polar‐
ized, respectively. At each instant in time, the electric field vector is a combination of
two components (see Figure 2 b, c):
→
→
→
E (t ) = E1cos (ωt ) x + E2cos (ωt + ζ ) y ,

(10)

where E1 and E2 are the amplitudes of the instantaneous electric field [V/m] in x and y
directions, respectively, ω is the angular frequency in [radians/sec] and ζ is the relative phase
shift [radians] by which the y component leads the x component.

Figure 2. The combination of the two electric field components, in horizontal and vertical direction, results in the CP
electric field vector, propagating in z direction in a spiroidal way

Each of the two components represents a linearly polarized wave. When E 2 = 0 , the wave has

a linearly polarization along the x-axis and when E 1 = 0 , the wave is linearly polarized along

the y-axis. Furthermore, if E1 = E2 and ζ=0°, then the wave is linearly polarized with a 45° tilt.

In general, it can be stated that the polarization of a signal can be completely described by the
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relative amplitudes and phase of these two components. For circular polarization, there are
two requirements on the linear components [71]: i) time quadrature, i.e. ζ =

π
2

for LH or

ζ = - π for RH polarization, and ii) equal amplitude, i.e. ( E1 = E2 ).
2
Another decomposition of the electric field vector yields orthogonal circular polarization states
(LHCP and RHCP). Furthermore, the electric field phasor expressed in terms of CP phasors
can be written as [70]:

(EL0 + ER0
→
→
→
E(t) = EL(t) + ER(t) =
where E L

0

→
→
ejζ)x + j(EL0 - ER0 ejζ)y
2

,

(11)

and E R0 are the amplitude of the two orthogonal components.

Finally, the Jones vector is a further way for the representation of signal polarization. Accord‐
ing to [72], the Jones vector can be used only for completely polarized signals, e.g. GNSS
signals. Equation (10) can be rewritten in complex vector notation as:
→
jζ →
jζ →
E(t) = (|E1|e xx + |E2|e yy)ejωt,

(12)

where the relative phase shift between the two electric field components is ζ=ζx – ζy (see Figure
3). According to [72], this can be further factorized as:
→
→
→
e = Ax + Bejζy,

(13)

→
which is the so-called Jones vector ( e ) and the coefficients A and B are:
A=

|E1|

|E1| |E2|
2+

2

,

|E2|

B=

|E1|2 + |E2|2

,

where A2+B2=1 and the Eeff represents the strength of an effective linearly polarized wave that
would give the same intensity that is described by eq. (10) [72].
Eeff =

|E1|2 + |E2|2ejζ .
x

Eq. (13) can be written in a column vector form as:
A
→
.
e=
Bejζ

(14)
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Eq. (14) completely describes the polarization state of GNSS signals since information of the
amplitude of both electric field components as well as their relative phase can be extracted.
Particular cases for the Jones vector can be seen in Table 1:

Polarization State
1
0

Linearly polarized in x direction

0

Linearly polarized in y direction

1
1

Right-hand circularly polarized (RHCP)

2

1

Left-hand circularly polarized (LHCP)

2

1
, with ζ = -90°
-j
1
j

, with ζ = 90°

Table 1. Jones vector representation for the polarization state of characteristic cases.

3.3. Reflection process
In multipath propagation, one or multiple reflections as well as diffraction of the transmitted
signal may occur. In the following, we focus on the description of the reflection process. In the
case of reflection of the incident field, the reflection coefficients will indicate how much the
reflected field will be attenuated and how the polarization state of the incident field will be
deformed. The reflection coefficients used in this investigation are as in [7]:
R⊥(θref) =

R∥(θref) =

cosθref -

Y - sin2θref

cosθref +

Y - sin2θref

(15)

,

Ycosθref -

Y - sin2θref

Ycosθref +

Y - sin2θref

,

(16)

With
Y = ε - i*60*λ*σ,

(17)

where θref is the reflection angle and λ is the carrier wavelength. The relative permittivity (ε)
and conductivity (σ) depend on the material properties of the reflector. Typical values for the
material properties for GNSS frequencies can be found in [7]. The exemplary material prop‐
erties used in this text can be seen in Table 2.
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Reflector Material

Relative Permittivity (ε)

Conductivity (σ) [S/m]

Concrete

3

2*10-5

Sea Water

20

4

Wet Ground

30

2*10-1

Table 2. Material properties of the exemplary reflectors used in this investigation

The reflection coefficients can also be expressed as circular components of the two orthogonal
polarizations ( Rco , Rcross ):
Rco =
Rcross =

R⊥(θref) + R∥(θref)
2

R⊥(θref) - R∥(θref)
2

,

(18)

.

(19)

For the RHCP satellite signals, Rco can be associated with the RHCP component, while Rcross
represents the orthogonal LHCP component.
In Figure 3a), the circular reflection coefficients are plotted for the L1 carrier. The co-polarized
components are plotted with solid lines and the cross-polarized with dashed. The material
properties of the exemplary materials (see Table 2) were used for the calculation of the
reflection coefficients. The reflection coefficients for a concrete reflector are plotted in black,
for a sea water reflector in blue, and for a wet ground reflector in red. They indicate how the
electrical field components of the incident field will be changed upon reflection, in terms of
magnitude and relative phase.
Looking at reflection coefficients for the different reflection angles in Figure 3a) and for a
concrete reflector, it can be seen that when the reflection angle approaches 0°, then the crosspolarized components (LHCP component) tends to 0 and the co-polarized components (RHCP
component) is 1, i.e. no loss. When the reflection angle is between 0° and 30°, both components
exist but still the co-polarized one is larger in magnitude and the reflected signal is right-hand
elliptically polarized (RHEP), with the eccentricity of the polarization ellipse getting bigger.
At around 30°, the magnitude of the reflection coefficients is equal. In geodetic literature, this
angle is referred to as the Brewster angle [7, 9] for a concrete reflector, although this definition
deviates from the common use of the Brewster angle in electromagnetic theory. For these
material properties (concrete) and for reflection angle of 30°, the reflected signal is linear
polarized. When the reflection angle is between 30° and 90°, the cross polarized component
has a higher magnitude and this results in a change of the initial polarization from RH to LH.
The eccentricity of the ellipse is then getting smaller as the reflection angle increases. When
the reflection angle approaches 90°, the reflected signal is LHCP since the co-polarized
components is zero. When the material properties change, then the changes on the reflected
field are different. For example, the angle for which the magnitude of the circular reflection
coefficients is the same, may vary significantly for different reflectors. Furthermore, small
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magnitude changes between the two different frequencies (L1 and L2) may occur. These
differences may also vary between different reflectors.

Figure 3. Co- and cross-polarized circular reflection coefficients for L1 (a); and relative phase change between the
electric field components due to reflection process for L1 (b). For the exemplary material properties of concrete, sea
water and wet ground.

In Figure 3b), the relative phase (ζ) between the field components is illustrated for L1 for the
three exemplary material properties. The relative phase between the two components is plotted
for all possible reflection angles of the incident field. Without reflection (reflection angle = 0°),
the relative phase (ζ) is -90°, which is the relative phase shift for RHCP signals. As the reflection
angle increases, ζ is getting smaller and smaller. When the reflection angle is equal to the
Brewster angle (for this particular reflector), then ζ=0°, which yields linear polarization.
Finally, for reflection angles larger that the Brewster angle, ζ has an opposite sign which
indicates that the reflected signal has changed polarization.
3.4. Signal amplitude modeling
According to [73, 74], the signal after the receiving antenna can be written as:
→
→
SR = eH
recHetranST ,

(20)

→H
where SR is the received signal, e rec
is the Hermitian conjugate of the Jones vector of the
→
receiving antenna, and e tran , is the Jones vector of the transmitting antenna. They are derived
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from the antenna gain patterns (for both RH and LH circular polarizations) and thus depend
on of the angle of arrival of the signals to the antenna:
→
erec(el ) =

Eθ(el)

1
2

-jEφ(el)

=

1
2

(Erec
-j(Erec

RHCP(el)

+ ErecLHCP(el))

RHCP(el)

- ErecLHCP(el))

(21)

,

More information on the RHCP gain pattern of the satellite antennas can be found in [75]. The
signal ellipticity should not be worst that 1.2 dB for L1 and 3.2 dB for L2, [76].
→
etran(el) =

Eθ(el)

1
2

-jEφ(el)

=

1
2

(Etran
-j(Etran

RHCP(el)

+ EtranLHCP(el))

RHCP(el)

- EtranLHCP(el))

(22)

.

The matrix H is defined for the MPC components as:
H MPC = AMPC e - jβ H ref ,

a

H LOS = ALOS e - jα ,

(23)

b

and for the LOS components as (23b)
where ALOS and AMPC account for the free-space loss attenuation, which for this investigation
may be considered equal. e - jβ and e - jα introduce the phase changes for the LOS and MPC
components respectively caused by the free-space propagation. Finally Href is the channel
polarization matrix for one single reflection:

Href =

cos Ψrec sin Ψrec
-sin Ψrec cos Ψrec

*

R⊥(θref)
0

0
R∥(θref)

*

cos Ψtran sin Ψtran
-sin Ψtran cos Ψtran

,

(24)

where Ψrec and Ψtran are the rotation angles between the normal of the incident plane and Eθ
component of the electric field vector (see Figure 4), R⊥ and R∥ are given by eq. (18) and (19).
This expression is divided into three subsequent matrix multiplications. First, the selected base
of the E field of the transmitting signal has to be aligned with the coordinate system of the socalled incident plane. This plane is defined by the position of the transmitter, the receiver and
the reflection point. Next, the signal attenuation and the polarization change are computed
taking the electromagnetic properties of the reflecting material into account (e.g. eq. (15) and
(16)). Finally, the resulting E vector is rotated into the coordinate system associated with the
receiving antenna. In this way, both the variation of the orientation of the antennas and the
impact of the reflection on the polarization state are taken into account. The geometric situation
is depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Reflection geometry of ground MPC. The electric field components are expressed in spherical coordinates.

The signal amplitudes for the ground-reflected MPC and for the LOS component are calculated
as the absolute values of eq. (25) and (26), where the transmitted signal ST in this investigation
is considered equal to 1. Practically speaking, SLOS reflects the antenna gain pattern value for
each specific angle of arrival of the LOS component.
→H
→
SMPC = erec
(el+90°)HMPCetran(el)ST ,
→
→
SLOS = eH
rec(el)HLOSetran(el)ST ,

(25)
(26)

(25)
(26)

yielding the final formulas for the phase error, for the code error and for the compound signal
amplitude (for the case of one ground MPC):

(

ψ = arctan

( ||

( || || )sin(ΔΦ)
|
|
1+(|
| )cos(ΔΦ)
S MPC
S LOS

S MPC
S LOS

)δcos(ΔΦ)
( )

)

,

(27)

S MPC |

ρ=

S LOS |

|SMPC |
1 + |S LOS | cos(ΔΦ)

,

(28)
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(1 + 2( ||

SMPC |

Ac = |S LOS | ·

S LOS |

)cos(ΔΦ) + ( ||

) ).

SMPC | 2
S LOS |

(29)

When multiple multipath components are received, the above equations can be rewritten in a
similar way as:

Ψ = arctan

(

n

∑

ρ=

k=1

S MPC

k=1

SMPC

k

|S LOS | cos ΔΦk)

k=1

k

|

)

|S LOS | ζkcos(ΔΦk)

k=1

n

S MPC

1+ ∑

(|

k

|S LOS | sin ΔΦk)

n

n

(1 + ∑ ( |

S MPC

k=1

1+ ∑

Ac = |S LOS | ·

(| |) (
(| |) (

n

∑

|S LOS

(|

S MPC

k

|

)

|S LOS | cos(ΔΦk)

)

(30)

,

(31)

,

|
)
| cos(ΔΦ )) + ( ∑ ( |

k

|

2

k

n

k=1

SMPC k |
S LOS |

)sin(ΔΦ )) .
2

k

(32)

In a similar sense, eq. (1) and (2) can be also rewritten in order to model analytically the relative
amplitude factor α which is present also in these equations.

4. Example
4.1. Measurement set up
In order to illustrate the above derived formulas, various experiments were carried out. In the
followings we describe one experiment in details. A dedicated experiment was conducted in
a controlled environment at the PTB antenna test facility in Braunschweig, i.e. an environment
where only one ground reflection would occur (Figure 5). Two antennas were set up with
different heights above the reflector. The antennas were spaced about 21.3 m. The observation
period lasted for about 7 hours and a cut-off angle of 0° was applied. The data rate was 1 Hz.
One pair of AX1202GG LEICA antennas were used together with LEICA GRX1200+GNSS
receivers.
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Figure 5. Left: Experimental set up of the Leica AX1202GG antenna. Right: The NOV702GG gain patterns [dB] for
both orthogonal polarizations (RHCP in blue and LHCP in red) were used to model the antenna. Adopted from [77]

4.2. Simulations
The following assumptions were used for the simulations: The receiving antenna gain patterns
are taken from a NOV702GG antenna assumed to be similar to the AX1202 (see Figure 5). The
normalized gain patterns were assumed symmetrical in azimuth. In this way the Jones vector
of the receiving antenna for all possible azimuths and elevation angles of the incoming LOS
and MPCs GNSS signals can be computed as in eq. (21). The satellite antenna was assumed
here perfect RHCP and modeled as:
→
etrans =

1
2

1
-j

(33)

Finally, for simplicity the angles ψrec and ψtrans were assumed to be equal and constant over
time. Absolute and individual antennas phase center corrections from IfE Hannover were also
taken into account during data processing. Furthermore, it is assumed that the ground reflector
is a perfect horizontal reflector. Using eq. (27) and (29), the simulated time series for the phase
error and the compound signal amplitude (dB) were computed. Under the assumption the
values are independent of the satellite azimuth; one exemplary satellite (PRN 12) is plotted
covering the whole elevation range. Two different antenna heights above the reflector were
used according to the measuring set up. The heights of the two antennas A1, A2 were 1.358 m
and 2.053 m, respectively.
In Figure 6, simulated normalized amplitudes [dB] of the MPC, the direct and compound
signals are plotted for PRN12 versus satellite elevation for both antennas of the observed
baseline. The direct signal’s amplitude is plotted in red, the amplitude of the compound signal
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in blue, and in black the difference between the direct signal and the compound one is given,
thus the impact of the multipath.

Figure 6. Simulated and normalized amplitude values versus satellite elevation for PRN 12 and reflector made of con‐
crete. a) LOS, ground MPC and compound signal amplitudes for antenna position A2. b) LOS, ground MPC and com‐
pound signal amplitudes for the antenna position A1.

The normalized amplitude of the LOS is a smooth curve mainly determined by the gain pattern
of the receiving antenna. The resulting multipath effect (black) shows the typical amplitude
variations of few dB. Finally, the compound amplitude shows a superposition of both features.
Furthermore, a frequency difference of the oscillations can be noticed between the antennas,
depending on the height difference. For the maximum elevation angle of 90° PRN 12 has a
minimum attenuation of 0 dB. For the same satellite elevation, the amplitude of the ground
MPC is almost -32 dB. The reason is that the reflected MPC, at a reflection angle of about 90°
and with angle of arrival near -90° with respect to the antenna horizon, is almost LHCP (see
Figure 3a) and it is strongly attenuated due to the LHCP gain pattern of the antenna for such
angles of arrival (see Figure 5, right side). Thus, the LOS signal is dominating. At elevation
angles near 0°, the MPC is still having most of the signal energy in the RHCP component (see
Figure 3) and only a small part of it in the LHCP component. The relative amplitude α of the
MPC w.r.t. LOS is about 0.6. So in this case, the MPC reflection loss is minimum, the MPC
RHCP component is dominating and the antenna applies a very similar gain for both LOS and
ground MPC signal components.
In a next step, the impact of different reflector material properties will be investigated. We
chose exemplary material properties of perfect, concrete, sea water and wet ground reflectors
(see Table 2). Since the impact will be much stronger at low elevation angles, only a part of the
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arc of PRN 12 is plotted. Figure 7 shows the resulting curves for the compound signal ampli‐
tude for two different antenna heights.

Figure 7. Normalized amplitude in [dB] of the compound signal for different material properties. Zoom at low eleva‐
tion angles. (a): antenna A2, 2.053 m above the reflector, (b): antenna A1, 1.358 m above the reflector.

The change in the material properties creates mainly a change in the amplitude of the varia‐
tions. A perfect reflector creates the strongest oscillation. The concrete reflector is also creating
MPC with higher amplitude than water reflector and the wet ground reflector. This is because
for small reflection angles the material properties of concrete are causing a smoother change
of the signal polarizations (from RH to LH) in contrast to the reflections coefficients of the other
two reflectors that are creating a more abrupt change (see Figures 3).
4.3. Comparison of simulations and real data
The C/N0 values obtained from the RINEX observation files can be compared with the
simulated values. In Figure 8 for two exemplary satellites, PRN 12 and PRN 14, the corre‐
sponding time series are compared. Here, only the data for the antenna A1 at a height of 1.358
m above the reflector is considered. The reflection properties are modeled for a concrete
reflector (see Table 2). Both curves show that the simulations can explain the main features
present in the observations. The scale on both axes is the same. However, some disturbances
occur which are due to our simplifications, e.g. neglecting a small tilting of the reflector, the
approximated satellite and receiver antenna patterns.
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Figure 8. Observed C/N0 values versus simulated signal amplitude for PRN 12 and 14 for antenna A1

Figure 9. Simulated phase error - DD values versus observed phase DD (in blue) formed from PRN 12 and 14. Simulat‐
ed DD for a concrete reflector are indicated in red and for a perfect reflector in green.

Finally, the carrier phase observations are investigated. To this end, double-differences (DD)
are formed between the two antennas on the short baseline. Thus, most distance-dependent
systematics as well as the receiver clock errors will cancel out. Again we use PRN 12 and 14.
In Figure 9, the phase DD formed by PRN 12 and 14 of the short baseline are plotted together
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with double-differenced simulated phase error as in eq. (27). The time series of the observed
values for an observational period of about 4.5 hours are plotted in blue in Figure 9a). In Figure
9b) the time series is overlaid by the simulated DD phase errors, where the relative amplitude
of each multipath component is calculated analytical. In green no reflection loss is considered
and in red the material properties of a concrete reflector are used.

5. Conclusion
Multipath propagation is still limiting the accuracy of precise GNSS applications despite the
four decades of intensive research in this field. Signal amplitude, both for direct and indirect
GNSS signal components that arrive at the receiving antenna with small relative delays, are
crucial for the resulting phase error magnitude due to multipath propagation.
After a short introduction and a discussion on the different approaches that can be found in
literature, aspects of ray propagation and signal polarization modeling are introduced. Then,
an extensive description of the reflection process and its impact on the polarization state of the
reflected signals is presented and all involved parameters are characterized. An analytical
model for GNSS signal amplitudes is presented after. The model is then integrated into the
equations for the phase error and the compound signal amplitude. Simulated and real data
from a dedicated experiment are used to highlight the main properties of multipath propaga‐
tion on the signal amplitude and carrier-phase domains.
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